CRATE IDEAS
How to do crating right – Bob Thomas EEM

Note reinforcements on large crate

Note arrows and different shapes

This is an Anvil or Cabbage case for
electronic or sensitive equipment
Foam lined, locking, waterproof!

Note triangular reinforcements at
all bracing joints

bottom

Reinforced small crate with pallet
Paint corner to show how lid goes on

Will the crates fit in your storage
facility? Do they stack, are they
accessible once stored?
Plan all of this ahead before you
build
Large crate with great reinforcement
on the “door”. Doors can be attached
with carriage bolts or lap hasps with
a length of wire where the lock goes through

Be sure to label all crates with
an inventory number, your
company name, address,
phone, and a contents ID.
More info on the actual contents
will be on a sheet placed in a plastic
sleeve on the side of the crate

Jigging a crate means dividing it
to hold your individual property
wood dividers, guides, and
carpet stapled to the inside will
help protect your valuable stuff

Other considerations for crates:
Standard Over the Road (OTR) trailers are 102” wide x 110” tall and either 48’ or
53’ long
- Do not make crates wider than 48” so they will fit two wide in a truck
- Do not make crates taller than 100” so they will fit in trucks and through doors
- Do not stack pallets higher than 55”
- It is better to make crates vertical instead of horizontal – this is better for
shipping, keeps then from having things stacked on top, and it is easer to load
and unload them if they are upright
- Crate in 10’ or 20’ increments so it is easy to ship to smaller events

Build your crates to protect the
contents!

Paint your crates so they’re easy to find!
Plastic tubes are great for
Roll-up graphics, banner
Stands, and other multi-part
exhibit properties.
RIGHT: another example of
crate jigging to protect and
store your exhibit property.
Bob Thomas, CME 614.395.3341
BobThomas@ExhibitManagement.com

Jig or pad the inside to protect your
property – make them specific with
extra space for the small stuff.

Roto-molded or fiber cases are
available in many sizes

